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Do you want to take your speaking career to the next level? From whom would you like to learn to speak? Someone that has the theoretical
knowledge, or someone that has global hands-on experience, walks the talk and actually done it all? Wolfgang Riebe is the speaker all
speakers dream about becoming! He travels the globe, speaks at high profile events and captures his audience with his unique brand of
speaking. By 2013 he had spoken in over 144 countries and presented live to over 1 million people! Your chance to learn up close from one
of the world's best! A MASTERS COURSE IN SPEAKING EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW IN ORDER TO TAKE YOUR
SPEAKING CAREER TO THE NEXT LEVEL Mind Shift Guru, Wolfgang Riebe, CSP has spoken live to over 1 million people in over 144
countries and from all walks of life. A world respected speaker who will share practical tips that can change your career forever! Learn to
speak with confidence, authority and impact Become an effective communicator Learn the ins & outs of the speaking business Attain the
success you deserve and avoid all the pitfalls Making the most of your efforts in order to get maximum exposure Positioning yourself as an
expert in your field so you get respect, and bookings Topics include: Keeping it Real, Identify your USP, Improving Your Technique,
Enhancing Your Presentations, Effective Visual Aids, Know your Audience, Behaviour Towards clients, Overcoming Stage Fright, Surviving
Dying, General Tips, Grooming Tips, Openings, Opening Lines, When Things go Wrong, Working the Crowd, On Yourself, Jokes Going Bad,
No Applause, Thunderous Applause, Closing Lines, Traveling & Flights, Publishing Tips, Payments & Invoicing, Bureaus & Staff, Marketing
Tips & Networking, Publicity, Internet Tips and Associations.
Betray (verb): to deliver to an enemy by treachery Sold to a sex trafficker by her drug-dealing boyfriend, Phebe Lawson possessed first-hand
knowledge of the secrets of betrayal. She'd given up all hope. Her life no longer held any meaning. She would have wished for death to come
and take her away, except, she knew wishes were wasted on people like her. Until the day he entered her life. He was a beacon of light in the
bleakness she called existence. His arrival sparked a longing inside her that, maybe, hope wasn't a useless emotion after all. Heal (verb): to
make sound or whole Donovan Jeffries was the charming one. The flirty, social Dom of the local BDSM club, Eden. He thought he'd found the
perfect submissive. Until she betrayed him with another. He closed himself off, vowing to never give his heart to another woman. Until the day
she entered his life. Her despair touched a part of his soul he'd thought forever lost, and he would move heaven and earth to piece all her
broken parts back together.
Some Amish communities aren't so cozy. Evil in My Town is the dark and tension-filled new installment to the Serenity's Plain Secrets'
mystery/crime thriller series. After a tragic mass shooting in Blood Rock, Sheriff Serenity Adams is shocked to discover ties to the local Amish
settlement, and her teenage niece, who barely survived the carnage. The investigation takes her from the terror of a massacre to an equally
horrific crime relating to a missing woman in the community. Serenity must risk her own life to bring law, order, and safety to the town she
loves. And this time, she is joined by a US Marshal, who might have his own agenda when it comes to helping Serenity on the case. As the
story unfolds, long buried secrets will be revealed, and the climax will keep you flipping the pages until the riveting end.
When Mona, a young Arab-American girl, journeys with her father to the Middle East to meet her grandmother, she discovers that they share
the universal bonds of family love
This is book 6. On the hunt to take down the Falcar and stop Halo from rising, Sophie stops at nothing, even risking her life as she travels to a
lost city in the Rainforest to obtain an ancient sword.
Nicholas Flamel appeared in J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter—but did you know he really lived? And his secrets aren't safe! Discover the truth in
book six of Michael Scott’s New York Times bestselling series the Secrets of the Immortal Nicholas Flamel. The Location: The home of the
Elders. The Time: The last day of Nicholas and Perenelle Flamel's long existence. The two that are one must become the one that is all. One
to save the world, one to destroy it. Sophie and Josh Newman traveled ten thousand years into the past following Dr. John Dee and Virginia
Dare to the home of the Elders at Danu Talis. But this is no ordinary island--it is the legendary city of Atlantis, and Scathach, Prometheus,
Palamedes, Shakespeare, Saint-Germain, and Joan of Arc are also there. Here, as the Flamels take their final breaths, the battle for the
world begins and ends. Except no one is sure what--or who--the twins will be fighting for. “The Secrets of the Immortal Nicholas Flamel has
everything you loved about Harry Potter, including magic, mystery, and a constant battle of good versus evil.”—Bustle Read the whole series!
The Alchemyst The Magician The Sorceress The Necromancer The Warlock The Enchantress
Alfie and his friends are on holiday. A break from all the werewolf mysteries and spooky goings on? No chance! When Alfie discovers a
creepy old house full of mysterious portraits and a family tree that features his name he has to investigate ... and what he finds is a group of
orphan werewolves under the control of crazy lady Mooma. Can Alfie help them and avoid getting captured too?
(Free cozy murder mystery) Client’s secrets can get you killed. A lesson girl boss, Ziva Diaz is learning the hard way. When she’s attacked
inside a client’s home and wakes to find a dead body, Ziva gives up the safety of selling lipsticks for the dangerous role of detective. With
suspects piling up, a killer on the loose and her own life threatened, Ziva needs to solve the case before her high heels turn toes up. Good
thing she has her fashionable best friend, Aria, the handsome deckhand, Finn, and the feisty Mrs. J. to watch her back because it's all hands
on deck in this humorous, romantic mystery. Grab a chai latte and escape to Port Haven today! Keywords: cozy mystery boxed sets, cozy
mystery series, cozy mystery books, mysteries women sleuths, mystery with dogs, mystery with a twist, mystery with recipes, mystery with
female sleuth, mystery with humor, animal mysteries, mystery series, female detective mysteries, female detective books, female detective
series, female detectives murder mysteries series, female sleuth mysteries, Women mystery authors, women mystery writers, women
detectives, women sleuths, women sleuths mysteries, cozy, cozy books, cozy books mysteries, cozy murder mysteries, cozy mysteries, cozy
mysteries funny, cozy mysteries, cozy mysteries with audible, cozy mysteries with dogs, cozy mysteries women sleuths, cozy mystery 7 book
set, cozy mystery audio books, cozy mystery authors, cozy mystery book 1, cozy mystery book set, cozy mystery book sets, cozy mystery,
cozy mystery dog, free cozy mystery, hawaii cozy mystery, in the mountains cozy mystery, knitting cozy mystery, library cozy mystery, light
house cozy mystery, movies cozy mystery novels, cozy mystery paperbacks, cozy mystery paranormal, cozy mystery pepper, cozy mystery
recipes, cozy mystery releases, cozy mystery romance, cozy mystery sale, cozy mystery series, cozy mystery series box set, mystery sets,
cozy mystery seven book set, cozy mystery short stories, mystery woman detective, cozy mystery women sleuths.

He thought what happened in London would stay in London. He was wrong.John Treadwell should be happy. He's a
successful author with a wife and two daughters that he loves. But while an ocean away from his family, he drunkenly
hooks up with one of his biggest fans to chase away the loneliness.After his one-night stand, John is sure he'll be able to
hide this moment of weakness from his wife and daughters. After all, the woman he slept with lives in London, and
there's no way they'll ever see each other again. He'll be able to pretend it never happened.But John isn't about to get
away so easy. His biggest fan has much bigger plans than a single drunken night...Secrets We Keep by Nolon King is an
intense psychological thriller that explores the ways secrets can destroy those who hold them. Pick up your copy today!
Jeanie Cesarini-Taming Kate When Kathryn Roman inherits a legal brothel, she refuses to trade her high-powered career
in Manhattan for a life in the wild, wild west. Little does this city girl know that the town of Love, Nevada wants her to be
their new madam so they?ve charged Trey Holliday, one very dominant cowboy, with Taming Kate. MaryJanice
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Davidson- Jared's Wolf Jared Rocke will do anything avenge his sister's death, even believe in werewolves. What he
doesn't believe is that he's attracted to Moira Wolfbauer, the she-wolf sworn to protect her pack. In Jared's Wolf, two
enemies must join forces to stop a killer while learning that love defies all boundaries--even those between species. Alice
Gaines-My Champion, My Love My Champion, My Love tells the tale of Celeste Broder, a woman committed for a sexy
appetite that is tolerated in the men, but not the women of her time. She desperately needs a champion, and finds one in
mayor Robert Albright. Liz Maverick- Kiss or Kill In this post apocalyptic world, Camille Kazinsky's military career rides on
her ability to make a choice--whether the robo called Meat should live or die. Meat's future depends on proving he's
human enough to live, man enough . . . Should Camille Kiss or Kill this man/machine that makes her feel like a woman?
Just as Jamie Reynolds, aka JR, stepped outside of her comfort zone and lets her guard down with Toni, she quickly
understood why she had it up in the first place. Toni was nothing like he pretended to be, and after three years of his lies,
JR finally had had enough and found the courage to leave. JR didn't have many friends and was so embarrassed at her
life's direction she tried to pretend she was okay, but her true friends knew better. This included David, her past lover,
who was happy she was back in Atlanta, but things just weren't the same between them. Maybe because JR was still
legally married to Toni, as he refused to sign the divorce papers, or maybe because David's life was moving forward and
JR's life had fallen backwards. This new JR was nothing like her old self. JR was once a strong independent woman, but
now she can't even look herself in the mirror without falling apart. After years of lies and now emotional abuse from Toni,
who refuses to let her go, she just couldn't hold it all in and finally her emotions started to get the best of her. JR tried to
drink her problems away, which only made things worse, as she truly lost her direction. Then her life unexpectedly came
crashing down after her friendship with Terry took a turn for the worse. One by one JR not only lost her old friends, but
she also lost her way, which led JR to seek help. Jenny was JR's saving grace, and after diving deep into her past, she
finally began to uncover the hidden secrets of the real JR. Secrets even JR hid from herself. As Jenny encouraged JR to
let her guard down yet again and explore dating, she met Mike, a twenty-five-year-old young professional who was
nothing like Toni. He was educated, had a thriving career, and truly supported JR even after watching the drama unfold
between Toni and her, but he never ran, and JR appreciated his strength.Lust and Lies was just the beginning as The
Jamie Reynolds Chronicles continues and JR is faced with the newest chapter in her life, a life full of questionable
memories into her past, present and future self.
This groundbreaking book reveals the special strategies for keeping the HCG-slendernessNexclusive secrets previously
available only to a selected few coaching clients.
Alise has uncovered a web of family secrets reading her mother's journals that connect to the lives of those closest to
her. Now she has to contend with her new career as Director of Global Charity at TG and the irresistible Tyler Moore,
while harboring secrets of her own. Tyler Moore is new in town and wants to make his mark on the world as the new
Director of Marketing at TG, but at the same time he wants Alise Addison with a passion he's never known. Tyler
becomes engrossed in Alise's life as an old flame from her mother's past returns to exact revenge, while also harboring a
secret that threatens a relationship between them. Together Alise and Tyler are about to discover that every family has
their secrets and some family secrets should stay hidden. Excerpt: My Secrets: Book Two in The Secret Series "You've
known about this for weeks! Alise, I trusted you and you lied to me! What else are you keeping from me?" He really didn't
want me to answer that question because it was a truckload of secrets. "As a matter of fact you know what don't answer
that! You were right. Your just like your mother!"
Sandy Tetzlaff - Flint's Fuse In FLINT'S FUSE, Dana Madison's father has her "kidnapped" for her own safety. Flint, the
tall, dark and dangerous mercenary, is hired for the job. But just which one is the prisoner- Dana will try anything to get
away. Mary Janice Davidson - Love's Prisoner Trapped in an elevator, Jeannie Lawrence became Love's Prisoner when
she experienced unwilling rapture at Michael Windham's Hands. She never expected the devilishly handsome man to
show back up in her life- or turn out to be a werewolf! Will she accept her destiny to be his mate? Alice Gaines - The
Education of Miss Felicity Wells The Education of Miss Felicity Wells covers how to satisfy her soon-to-be husband but
she needs a teacher. Dr. Maarcus Slade, an experienced lover, agrees to take her on as a student, but can he stop short
of taking her completely? Angela Knight- The Canadate for the Kiss On the trail of a hot story, reporter Dana Ivory
stumbles onto a more amazzing one-a sexy, secret agent who happens to be a vampire. She wants her story but Gabriel
Archer believes she's A Canadate for the Kiss!
Raised by her Aunt, Alexandra Hensley grew up determined to put the past behind her. The father who died when she
was just a baby. The institutionalized mother who had no memory of her.Now in her twenties, she's created a new family:
boyfriend Matt and best friend Lauren.When the trio meet Dante Delavega, owner of the hottest nightclub in Sydney, he
hovers over Alex, all but completely ignoring her friends. His actions cause tensions to arise between the three. Alex
doesn't want to lose Matt or Lauren but learns Dante holds the key to her past. When she discovers what really
happened to her parents, she unlocks an Australian secret kept hidden since the First Fleet. But no truth comes without a
cost and a secret of this magnitude has only remained hidden due to one simple rule: they join us or die. Suddenly, Matt
and Lauren disappear and Dante's greatest battle begins. Can he truly save Alex? Or will Alex have to make the ultimate
sacrifice, for those she loves?**Intended for 18+. Some scenes may be too intense for some readers.**
Seventeen-year-old Angel Best has bounced from foster home to foster home and desires to know her biological mother.
At the moment she decides to flee foster care for good, something steers her original plan in another direction, the death
of her friend Bobby. Angel arrives to an opulent neighborhood, Beautiful Lane to visit Bobby's parents to pay her
respects, but after hanging around for a few days, she begins to notice odd behavior from the people of Beautiful Lane.
Angel decides to dig deeper into Bobby's murder and soon finds out the murderer is remarkably closer than she thought.
If she doesn't leave Beautiful Lane soon she may end up like Bobby, dead.
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The #1 Amazon Charts bestselling series continues as Morgan Dane and PI Lance Kruger fight for the innocence of a young
murder suspect--if only they could find him. When a retired sheriff's deputy is shot to death in his home, his troubled teenage
stepson, Evan, becomes the prime suspect. Even more incriminating, the boy disappeared from the scene of the crime. Desperate
to find her son, Evan's mother begs PI Lance Kruger for help. She knows her son is innocent. Kruger and defense attorney
Morgan Dane want to believe that too, but the evidence against the boy is damning. Just as the trail goes cold, another deputy
vanishes. His shocking connection to Evan's stepfather throws the investigation into chaos as Lance and Morgan fear the
worst...that Evan is the killer's new target. With so many secrets to unravel, will Lance and Morgan find him before it's too late?
Even when in the darkest despair a rose can grow! Knowing that God is with you to offer hope and comfort. Author Emily Frazier
life serves as an example that after much confusion that is hope bestowing happiness, peace, and fulfillment in the mist of
absolute desolation. A rose will grow anywhere reaffirms that all things work together for the Glory of God, even when you think
the secret of the beholder would take you out in misery. Learning to walk by faith even when you don't see it and reclaim your life.
Ignore the intensity of the past feelings or your emotions surrounding the circumstances get ready to encounter breakthrough from
unpleasant thought and emotions. Reclaiming your life requires tapping into those painful places that were hidden from the
forefront but it time to start rejoicing! Fulfill your reason for living beyond limitations!
This book is written in the style of the great Napoleon Hill. Think about this. With all of the success books out there, why don't we
have more successful people? Too many success books simply rehash conventional wisdom. The truly great success books, such
as Napoleon Hill's "Think and Grow Rich", instead enable life-challenging success breakthroughs because they identify and
describe in powerful detail the thinking patterns and principles of the world's most successful individuals. The only way to do this is
to study the world's most successful individuals, as Napoleon Hill has done. And as I have done as well. For over two decades, I
have devoted myself to studying and interviewing the most successful individuals across varying fields so that I could see and
learn for myself the principles which sets them apart in terms of their success. And that is what I share with you here. Get ready to
throw out many of the things that you thought you knew about success. Let's start at the beginning with a simple truth. Success is
hard. Very Hard. Very very very hard. We all know that, once we have had a little bit of experience and are honest with ourselves.
We all want to be more successful, but let's face it, sometimes we just don't know how. It's because, as they say, "We don't know
what we don't know." So we make the same mistakes over and over again(often without fully realizing it until later). And then we
blame ourselves(or others) in regard to why things didn't turn out as we had hoped, or planned. It's this simple. If you want to
increase your level of success, read this book. We all go through the same struggles. This book-simply but powerfully - is your
instruction manual on how to overcome them. Read this book and in 60 days you won't even recognize the person you used to be.
And neither will your family and friends. This is the type of change that allows you to get the things you really want in life. The
things previously outside your reach. The things you saw others gain and achieve, but never seemed to be able to get for yourself.
That can change today. We all know that a few better ideas can accelerate one's success substantially. Successful people take
their better ideas and know how to leverage them further - and execute them better than other people do. Once you understand
the processes that successful people utilize to do this, you can very quickly ramp up your own success as well. Everybody
struggles. Successful people struggle just like unsuccessful people but they learn and use the success principles to overcome the
difficulties in their lives to reach their goals. Success breeds confidence, making it easier overtime. If you don't want to keep
making the same mistakes over and over again, you need to understand and understand well what these success principles are.
That is what this book provides to you.
Mei Ling, Raj, Emily and Solomon have no idea why they have been selected for this assignment. Together they must learn to
trust each other and decipher truth from illusion in search of the seven secrets of the universe. Mother Nature is finally ready to
regenerate the planet, tired of human misuse and abuse. Human beings will join the regeneration process only if these four
International School students are able to discover the Seven Secrets in time. A master of illusion will do everything in her power to
stop them with obstacles - both inner and outer. Beijing is the setting for this adventure of the spirit.
In this steamy thriller from #1 New York Times bestselling author Sandra Brown, a savvy attorney in small-town Texas will stop at
nothing to catch the man who murdered her mother. Alexandra Gaither is a beautiful lawyer who finally has the power to get what
she's always wanted: justice. Armed with new evidence that could lead to an arrest and a conviction, Alex revisits the remote
Texas town where her mother died twenty-five years ago. There she confronts the three powerful men who were with her mother
the night she died: her former lover, his best friend, and the father figure to them both. Each is charming, each is a suspect, and
each has secrets to hide. But none of them can stop Alex's determined search for the truth. Alex's relentless investigation creates
controversy and excitement in this small community. And as she uncovers decades-old intrigues, someone capable of clever lies
and remorseless acts decides she must be stopped. Now, with a one-month deadline from the attorney general to either wrap up
the case or drop it for good, Alex must work diligently to catch her mother's killer . . . and find a way to stay alive.
My name is Alexis, though everyone calls me Lexie. I'm a Necromancer. We're rare enough that I've never met another in my life,
until Claire came home to tell me she found one. In New Orleans.Now I am headed south with my best friends, staying in close
quarters with five guys, four guys whom I have kissed, one who has been ignoring me for the last few weeks, one who keeps
sneaking kisses, one who doesn't even remember it and another… Well, I don't know what he wants. Thank God for Miles. He's my
one safe place in this disaster I've created.Naturally, that's not my only problem. Things aren't good in New Orleans.
Representatives from the Witches Council are in town, the dead are everywhere, and the secrets are piling up. The whole situation
is a powder keg just waiting for a match. But why am I holding the matches?
Written as an engrossing fictional story, the book, essentially, is guidance for every woman in her journey towards love, happiness
and fulfilling her most daring dreams! This book reveals ancient sacral knowledge of Ayurveda and Yoga mixed with practical
psychological advice, which will transform any woman into a strong, confident, independent and yet, feminine, passionate and
desirable woman, who effortlessly creates the world of her dreams, both in her career and love life. In the book you will learn
energy practices, meditations and exercises from Kundalini and Tantra Yoga - to attract men you always wanted and meet your
soul mate. - to become a love goddess and give unforgettable pleasure to your partner - to use your inner power to make your
wishes come true - to open your heart in order to find your calling in life and fulfil your destiny The book shares some life wisdom
to help you learn - what to do during all stages of dating, from the first meeting to the first night - effective methods to get over your
ex-boyfriend, gain confidence and increase your self-awareness. - 4 manifestations of a true woman, that every man looks for enjoy every moment of being and bring love, happiness, creativity and passion into your life Join the heroine in her exciting journey
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to find her true self! One spring day, hopelessly unlucky in love Alexandra leaves her dull office life in London for the sunny South
of France to visit her aunt, who promises to teach her some ancient secrets about the art of seduction and mystical women's
power. The young lady is intrigued by an opportunity to gain love and happiness. As her lessons progress, she tries out the newly
acquired knowledge in her romantic affairs with two gentlemen. However, she has no idea how dramatically her life will change...
Where will her journey bring her?
What happens when the team whose specialty is hunting down killers becomes the hunted? FBI agent Nathan Thomas faces a
new whole challenge – solve the puzzle of several mysterious and unreported deaths in rural Texas, while also facing off against a
ruthless and lethal cartel head. Unbeknownst to Nathan, the clock is already ticking… and not everyone in his circle will survive the
countdown. Can Nathan keep himself and his team alive long enough to bring a homicidal maniac to justice? KEYWORDS: Thriller
books, crime fiction, suspense books, suspense books in English, mystery books, FBI, psychological thriller, serial killer, police
procedural, action and adventure, suspense series, thriller series, crime series, thriller books in English Similar Authors: Sheldon
Siegel, A.G. Riddle, Blake Banner, L.T. Vargus, David Archer, Elle Gray, Victor Methos, Willow Rose, Mary Burton

A Wall Street Journal bestselling series. Former rock star Xander Sinclair may be out of rehab, but he's not out of the
woods. Still haunted by his parents' murders, he has secluded himself in his Amesport mansion and dodges any
attempted contact from his two brothers. Struggling not to fall into relapse, he believes he's battling his demons alone.
That is, until Samantha arrives to work as his live-in housekeeper. Effortlessly charming and cheerful and wickedly sexy,
she challenges Xander to abandon his isolation. The two embark on a fiery relationship--one that could change them
both forever. Just when Xander is on the verge of reclaiming his life, he discovers that Samantha has been hiding things
from him...things that could shatter the fragile future they've begun to build together. For Xander, escaping the past is no
longer an option. It's time to face it--even when some secrets seem too heavy for the heart to bear.
Volumes six to ten in New York Times bestselling authors' series for girls ages eleven to fourteen combines
contemporary themes with the charm and simplicity of Amish life.
With the revelation and capture of the killer creature; Charles, Elsa and the other survivors anticipate leaving the island
and putting their deadly and terrifying vacation behind them. In an unfortunate incidence, the cunning creature escapes,
sets out for vengeance and blood. The group is once again thrown in to a frenzied fight for their lives. The killings
resume, and it is left up to Charles to remove the deadly threat to them all once and for all. He and Elsa's relationship has
escalated; and as he prepares for battle, he is determined to survive to be with his one true love.In a final confrontation
between Charles and the creature, a startling secret is revealed about Elsa's past; one that will change the couples lives
forever, if they survive. The final battle ensues. Will Charles be the hero? Or will he and Elsa's love affair end on the
island, along with their lives?
When long-time White Rock resident Mike Donnelly is found dead at his hunting camp, it appears as if the tragic death
was by his own hand. But a gut feeling tells Chief of Police Sam Mason otherwise. Is it any coincidence that Mike's family
farm sits smack in the middle of a parcel of land that greedy Lucas Thorne desperately needs to complete the
development of his resort? Sam and Sergeant Jody Harris's line of questioning stirs up a hornet's nest. When Thorne
threatens to expose a secret from Sam's past, Sam realizes the corruption in White Rock runs deeper than he ever
suspected. And when a startling discovery surrounding slain officer Tyler Richardson is brought to light, Sam and Jo
discover that you never can tell who might be keeping secrets.
Secrets of Ma'at explores fundamental qualities of wisdom and character with which ancient rulers of Kemet relied on to
govern the people. This poetic interpretation of the human experience is a journey of truth, integrity, justice and balance
presented to us through the colorful and inoculating vernacular of Ebony Payne-English. The 42 poem collection offers
perspective on politics, religion, culture, education, family, friendship and love.
Spot the difference is an amazing activity that boosts your child's fine-ground perception. Fine-ground perception is the
skill that would allow children to see in-between the negative spaces. This makes it possible to locate hidden objects,
which is an important element to learning math and reading. Don't forget to checkout with a copy of this activity book
today!
Bella is a lucky girl - she has a good job, an unbreakable circle of friends, and a fiance better than her wildest dreams.
So, why does she want to ruin the best thing that ever happened to her by letting someone from her past meddle in her
life? Mike is consumed with the need to marry Bella and make her his as soon as possible. There is nothing he wouldn't
do for the woman he loves, but letting her go is the one thing he'd rather avoid. Their love was fast, and their relationship
was built over the miles. But does that mean that their future wasn't meant to be? When lies surface, and trust is shaken,
will they choose each other? Or will someone else capture their happily ever after?
The Northwoods village of Whispering Pines used to be a safe haven for outsiders, but after three deaths in two months,
it's become a hotbed of murder. Exhausted from being the only law enforcement official on duty, while also trying to open
a bed-and-breakfast, Jayne O'Shea welcomes the escape she finds in her grandmother's journals. Each entry gives her a
deeper understanding of why her grandparents moved to the secluded spot so long ago. But as questions are answered,
deeply hidden secrets are unearthed. If Jayne can put all the pieces of this puzzle together, she'll not only learn the truth
behind her grandmother's death, she'll catch a killer whose been wandering the village for forty years.
With the combination of Coach Melvin's Dynamic Application of Internal Awareness(tm) (DAIA) Method, Dr. Totton's 100-day method to
condition your body's neural pathways to establish a new habit which then becomes automatic, and with Dr. Painter's method of commited
practice of Li Family Yixingong (Standing Meditation) to produce profound results at the neurological level, novices to advanced practitioners
gain the ability to access your inner core, tapping into an area that can positively affect your overall well-being, prevent stress from taking
hold, and give you perpetual mental-physical rejuvenation.
The fourth book in the USA Today bestselling Carly Moore series. Be careful where you dig… Life in Drum, Tennessee has been quiet since
corruption was uncovered in the sheriff’s department three months ago—too quiet. Still, Carly is shocked when she discovers one of her
sweetest lunch customers at the tavern has committed murder in cold blood. Carly is certain the woman was fulfilling an infamous “favor” for
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the town patriarch, Bart Drummond, but now she has to prove it. She already knew that Drum has two sides—the side they show the world,
and the seedy underbelly. Only in Drum, all things seedy lead back to two men—Bart Drummond and the local drug king, Todd Bingham. The
deeper Carly gets, the more she begins to question everything, even her desire to have her own family. But even if she could forget Bart’s
threat is hanging over her head, she can’t forget that her father is still searching for her, ready to drag her back to her own death. She needs
to uncover the truth, but everything is buried in secrets.
Greg Gilmore fought hard against returning to Hershey, PA. He has trouble breathing in a town with so many Morrisons running around.
Janine Morris, a woman as deeply entrenched in secrets and special military skills as him, only adds to his discomfort. Keeping his family
safe is his number one goal. So why do Janine's haunted amber eyes keep enticing him to throw away all his cares and concerns to join
forces with a woman who could bring all his enemies right down on the Morrison Family?
The author presents his perspectives and personal experiences on mentalism and how it can be used to tap into the mind's hidden powers.
A thrilling debut, reminiscent of new fan favorites like One of Us Is Lying and the beloved classics by Agatha Christie, that will leave readers
guessing until the explosive ending. “Welcome to dinner, and again, congratulations on being selected. Now you must do the selecting.”
What do the queen bee, star athlete, valedictorian, stoner, loner, and music geek all have in common? They were all invited to a scholarship
dinner, only to discover it’s a trap. Someone has locked them into a room with a bomb, a syringe filled with poison, and a note saying they
have an hour to pick someone to kill...or else everyone dies. Amber Prescott is determined to get her classmates and herself out of the room
alive, but that might be easier said than done. No one knows how they’re all connected or who would want them dead. As they retrace the
events over the past year that might have triggered their captor’s ultimatum, it becomes clear that everyone is hiding something. And with the
clock ticking down, confusion turns into fear, and fear morphs into panic as they race to answer the biggest question: Who will they choose to
die?
"When Wu Chien Shiung was born in China 100 years ago, girls did not attend school. But her parents named their daughter "Courageous
Hero" and encouraged her love of science. This biography follows Wu as she battles sexism at home and racism in the United States of
America to become what Newsweek magazine called the "Queen of Physics" for her work on how atoms split"-Copyright: 459667d9880d799695e3d9e68c5656a6
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